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The drive is based on an electric motor, which is the main industrial energy 
consumer (about 60% of energy consumption). The most common motor 
type is induction motor (IM).

Increasing demand for electric motors. Annual global output of over  
8 billion pcs. (over 9 billion according to other sources). The output  
is expected to reach 10 billion pcs. by 2023. More than 10000 types.

Market forecasts. The market is projected to grow to $182 billion  
by 2028, at an average annual growth rate of 7%. 
Growth rate of AC motors is 57-58%. HVAC industry - more than 9% per 
year, industrial equipment - more than 8% per year.

Russian electric motors cover small share of the market.

China covers more than 30% of the global market; USA - about 8% 
(2014-2018).

Potential for the development of electric motor production in Russia.

Share in global production - less than 1%.

ELECTRIC MACHINE INDUSTRY. 
PROBLEMS
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 EU: Starting in 2017, the requirement of compliance with IE3 class 
applies to general purpose motors with a power rating of 0.75 - 375 kW

 EAEU: 7,5 kW to 375 kW general purpose motors should meet 
requirements of IE2 by 01 September 2022; IE3 by 01 September 2024 
(for motors with frequency inverters - IE2)

 The Russian Federation: restricting production and imports of goods 
with low energy efficiency; tightening requirements for energy use.

Adoption of a carbon tax. Strengthening national legislation and 
international standards on energy efficiency.
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Carbon tax. Significant increase in costs associated with energy sources 
exports (hydrocarbons) and environmental emission.


In Russia

Low industry readiness. Most of the Russian general purpose IM meet 
the IE2 energy efficiency class or less. The development and 
implementation of energy efficient products are very expensive.



Competitive environment - a significant gap. Widescale import 

substitution and export development are unlikely in the forthcoming years.

Significant wear of the domestic electrical machines fleet. According to 

different estimates, the wear is more than 70-90%; repeated repairs. The 

basic available ways of improving the IM energy efficiency are increasing 

size, mass and quality of the electrical materials, the use of variable speed 

drive. These solutions lead to increasing costs.

Unprecedented sanctions to destroy the potential of the Russian 

economy. Solution: wide adoption of domestic technologies and 

developments, improved electrical machines energy efficiency and 

performance due to design change.
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Solution

Energy-efficient electrical machines with enhanced performance based on 
Slavyanka combined winding technology (electric motors, generators) 
development and production according to customer's requirements (R&D 
projects).

Design and development of technological equipment and processes; 
Development of related technical solutions, tooling, etc.

Production facilities creation (plants design, process equipment 
development, production lines creation, etc.) for the purposes of starting 
manufactures independent from external supplies.

Broad prospects for replacing imported electrical machines with domestic 
ones with enhanced performance, most particularly general and special 
purpose induction motors.
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Development and implementation of traction motors and drives for electric 
transport including urban and railway transport.

Reusing materials during electrical machines replacing and 
modernisation.

EFFECTS
Reduction of CO and CO2 emissions per unit of effective work.

Energy efficient motors production without the need for increasing the 
extractable resources (metal) production output.

The electrical machines production that surpasses the world's 
competitors.

Extended reproduction: lower material consumption, therefore the 
efficient use of materials (the amount of electrotechnical materials 
required for production of 3 motors can be used for production of 4 and 
more ones).

When implemented in the economy on a mass scale, a reduction in the 
overall power generation requirements.
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|  ABOUT SLAVYANKA TECHNOLOGY
Slavyanka combined winding is a parallel connection 
of two winding configurations (Y and Δ). These 
windings placed in slots in such a way that resultant 
induction vectors of same-name Y and Δ phases 
form an angle of 30 electrical degrees. As a result, 
electromagnetic system’s field shape is improved 
and, therefore, basic motor performance is also 
enhanced.

THE EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED SPEED-TORQUE CHARACTERISTIC

Diagrams of speed-torque characteristic:  
OK-1, OK-2 - conventional ADM-100L6 and AIR-100L6 induction motors.


OKm-1-OKm-7 - modernised motors 9



ADVANTAGES
The main advantages of Slavyanka combined winding technology are: 
increased energy-efficiency, reliability and service interval. Meanwhile, material 
intensity is reduced and it is possible to keep the dimensions of the destination 
equipment.
 

Therefore, motors of highest energy efficiency classes IE3, IE4 (GOST IEC 
60034-30-1) can be produced within the overall dimension of IE1, IE2 motors. 
In addition to increased energy efficiency, combined winding enables 
(compared to conventional windings):




3.1 increased reliability and service time;


3.2 reduced noise level;


3.3. reduced vibrations.

3. Improve motor performance:

2.1. reduced power line disturbances;


2.2. lowered distortion of supply voltage waveform.


1. Improve electromechanical motor performance:

2. Reduce the negative impact on the power grid and electrical appliances,


which is particularly important in the case of complex electronic 

equipment and complex electronics and computer systems:

1.1 reduced specific power consumption;


1.2. increased overload capacity;


1.3 increased power-weight ratio;


1.4 increased starting and breakdown torque factors;


1.5. reduced starting current factor.
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Induction motors are used in all areas of human activity:

 production and industrial equipmen
 equipment for mining oil and gas productio
 electricity generatio
 housing and utilities infrastructure
 electric vehicles
 construction machinery
 electric tools;
 household appliance
 medical equipmen
 military equipment, etc.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION

More than 150 winding diagrams for different pole pairs number, 

combinations of numbers of rotor and stator slots, etc. were designed and 

tested. The company has scientific publications, the Guide to master the 

technology.


As of Q2 2022, there were 12 patents of inventions, 11 utility model patents, 

and one patent for a design. The technology is constantly being developed. 56 

R&D projects were set up.
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| ABOUT APPLICATION
To date, hundreds of thousands of upgraded induction motors are in operation 
in Russia and other countries. Licensees made these motors with the use of 
Slavyanka technology on the basis of serial machines (Modernisation focus 
area under licence agreements of OOO AS & PP since 2011).

The technology is currently being actively implemented in China (Weihai) by 
ASPP Weihai Technology, the partner to the project, with the support of China's 
government.







| ABOUT SOVELMASH
Sovelmash company was founded in 2017 aiming at implementing and 
commercialising the patented Slavyanka combined winding technology, 
which is used in rotating electrical machines.

The company's business is to develop and produce energy-efficient induction 
motors based on the Slavyanka technology designed for various applications 
(general purpose, traction, special purpose, built-in, hub-motors). Sovelmash 
also develops and produces equipment which is able to substitute imports. 
Electric motors equipment is developed taking into account all advances in 
technology and process control.

Sovelmash has significant scientific and technical potential, experience and 
skills in R&D activities. In addition to the development of electrical machines, 
Sovelmash is able to design electrical machine industry production plants.
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Sovelmash has been a tenant of Technopolis Moscow Special Economic Zone 
since 2019. 



In 2020, once the design, expertise and approval had been completed, the 
construction of the Design and Development Technology Centre (DDTC) began 
at the Alabushevo site in SEZ Technopolis Moscow.

The construction is currently in progress. The 17,000-square-metre building is 
being constructed according to an individual project. Currently, the company's 
work is carried out on leased premises. Once the building is ready for operation, 
Sovelmash will reach its full capacity in the SEZ.

SOVELMASH DDTC  
CONSTRUCTON
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| SERVICES

Set of works provided including a wide range of services from defining the 

requirements and setting a technical specification together with the customer 

to technology implementation at the customer's facilities:

 Design, issue of engineering drawings and documents, organisation 

and supervising of production or repair of Slavyanka induction motors 

according to customer's equipment and requirements.

 Design and production of electric motors tooling

 commissioning and training of the customer's personnel.

For consumers
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 Task description; seting requirements, terms and conditions, etc. to 

target induction motor, together with a customer.  Technical 

specifications preparation and discussion

 Preliminary design. Identification of physical characteristics and 

parameters of stator and rotor; preliminary machine winding data 

calculation; materials, production techniques selection, etc.

 Simulation. Creating the model based on the preliminary design; its 

examination and validation. Simulation and obtaining the basic 

chracteristics and factors; outcome analysis. If necessary, correction of 

the calculated data, then another simulation

 Design. Technological and operational documentation development 

sufficiently for manufacturing and prototype testing.

 Manufacuring. According to the design and technological 

documentation, samples are made in the quantity as per technical 

specifications.

Milestones
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 Tests. Verification for compliance with stated performance.  

Drafting recommendations.

 "Setting up and supervising a certified production or repair using 

Slavyanka technology.

 selection of equipment for production ( when necessary);

 commissioning;

 training for the customer's personnel;

 maintenance service (when necessary).

When implementing in plant
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| Contact info:

Registered address:


24460, Moscow, Zelenograd, Panfilovskiy Prospect, build. 10,  

NIITM entrance hall 





Visiting address:


124460, Moscow, Zelenograd, Panfilovskiy Prospect, build. 10,  

NIITM entrance hall 





Correspondence address:


124460, Moscow, Zelenograd, a/ya 111

Phone/fax+7 (495) 228-68-72


Phone +7 (926) 601-38-48


info@sovelmash.ru


sales@sovelmash.ru


jin@sovelmash.ru
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www.sovelmash.ru


www.youtube.com/c/Совэлмаш


https://vk.com/sovelmash


https://t.me/sovelmash_official


www.rutube.ru/channel/23847850


